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We dedicate Danger: Monkeys On The Bus to our inspiring teachers and nurturing
parents. Through them, we have gained the skills to write these poems, storiesn and
essays, which express our creative spirit through the magic of words.
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ln Appr*eiafinn
I would like to thank Principal Meghan Kelley for inviting me to return for a sixth year to
P.S. 153X. She realizes the importance of solid writing skills, not only for students to
succeed in school today but in life. I would also like to thank Assistant Principals
DoruraMarie Buhl and Gidget Rivera for their enthusiastic support of the writing
program.

In the true spirit of Teachers & Writers Collaborative, I would like to thank the four
outstanding teachers I worked with this year: Christine Barbara, Daniella Bellizzi, Kathy
Hansen, and Latechia Reddick. Excited to see their students exposed to creative writing,
they welcomed me into their classrooms. Their passion for sharing ideas with a
professional writer led to the array of talent expressed in Danger: Monkeys On The Bus.
I truly appreciate Daniella Belhzzi for volunteering for the second year to be the writing
program's coordinator and for the time she spent behind the scenes, ironing out details
and making sure the program ran smoothly.
As well, I'd like to recognize Jessica Farkas for her enthusiasm for the writing program.
Special thanks go to paraprofessionals Ruth Ann Austin and Asmaa Zefri for their
enthusiasm and assistance in Ms. Hansen's classroom.
Last but not least, I would like to celebrate the students for their excitement and creative
spark, which resulted in this outstanding anthology and led to the rewarding experience
shared by everyone involved in this project.

Linda Morel
Writer-in-Residence
May 2017
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I was honored to be invited to retum to P.S. 153X for the sixth year! This school is an
exciting educational environment. As a writer-in-residence, I encouraged students to
write about things they felt passionate about. I blended New York State literary and
Common Core standards with creative writing prompts. People are often curious what a
writing workshop looks like for third-and fourth-graders. Here is a peek inside what we
did this year.

Tllrd 6radt:

Our writing workshops revolved around poetry and essays with an
occasional story. I introduced poems as a gateway into compare and contrast essays,
persuasive essays that change the world, and chronological stories. Students also enjoyed
drawing maps of a favorite place and weaving what they plotted on paper into a story. On
the poetry front, they composed I Am From poems extolling their identities, seasonal
poems that celebrated spring and winter, poems that took them on an adventure with a
favorite object, poems dreaming of a better world, and I Remember poems recalling the
times of their lives. They used one of these experiences to inspire a fully rcalized story.

F*a*h Grad*:

Our writing workshops encompassed essays, stories, and poems. In the
beginning, I led students on a journey, taking compare and contrast essays to the next
level, teaching them three styles of writing in this gerue. They put complaining to good
use by setting the scene of a place they disliked and describing it in vivid detail. Tuming
to poetry, students invited readers into their lives after school. their family's ancestral
homes, and their vision of a kinder, gentler world. They wrote rants, imploring readers to
stop some unacceptable practice right now! Students delighted in writing poems that not
only rhymed but stuck to a theme from beginning to end.
Saving the best for last, I encouraged students to revise and polish their best
piece of writing for publication in this marvelous anthology. At the last workshop, I
brought in a bag of props. Students chose one of them, perhaps a necklace or a wallet,
and spun it into the center of riveting stories.

Finalt,

In the past 18 years, I've taught at many schools through Teachers & Writers
Collaborative. However, P.S. 153X stands out because of the passion of its teachers. Our
collaboration has been pure magic! I find working with third-and fourth-grade students
deeply satisfying, because they are in touch with their creative spark and are eager to
share their work aloud. Danger: Monkeys On The Bels runs the gamut from pure whimsy,
to foreign worlds of the imagination, to realistic fiction, provocative essays, and
astounding poetry. Like talented story.tellers throughout the ages, these students'voices
convey their own truth. Taken as a whole this anthology tells us something meaningful
about their world, their school and homes, and the people they love.
Linda Morel. Writer-in-Residence
June 2017
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Chapter Title

Artw*rk

Ablslaal Tvrrei+s

Adri*a Hald*r

THE MONTH OF DELIGHT
Mashrur Chowdhury

January days are not much longer than an hour,
Baking New Year's cake with eggs and flour.
A fresh New Year has begun.
Everyone is going outside to play and have fun.

Blizzards coat the ground with snow.
The wind goes blow, blow, blow.
Snow is clean and pure white.
No one has a single fright.
The water is chilled.
The trees are frilled.
A great New Year filled with delight.
Everything is jolly and bright.

The snow is chilly and cold.
Around the house, many stories are told.
The windows are covered with sleet.
The snow has footprints of feet.

THE LEAVES ARE GREEN
Saijon Gavin

While I'm jumping in leaves,
My mom is at the store,
Buying food, drinks, and
Everlthing we need.

It is great hanging out
Wilh family and friends
In the backyard.
After I walk to the park,
Which is not far.
I have a big dinner with my family.
Then I go to sleep, feeling happy.

8

SPRING HAS SPRI.ING TO WELCOME THE DAY
Cassandra Gealon

I'm dancing through colorful gardens.
I'm humming a soft tune.
I'm soaring through flutB white clouds.
As I watch the sun rise,
Butterflies and bees stop to rest on denvy flowers.
I'm in the air.
I'm in the trees.
I'm a fresh spring breeze.
I'm a squirrel scurrying
On the green grass.
As I enjoy this day,
I'm a gentle little lamb,
Grazing in the fields.
I'm hopping on lilypads.
I'm sliding down hills.
I'm soaring to the sun,
And welcoming spring!

THE SECRETS OF MY HOME

Djelle George

neighborhood, all the way at the end of the block, there is an eerie old house, and
no one ever comes out of there. It is my neighbor's house. I used to always go over there
when I was six years old.

ln
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In my backyard, there is a fence, an octagon of connected benches that is good for
parties, and a really small old tree. I tried to climb up there, and squirrels climbed up
there too. There is a side bush. Skunks and raccoons live under the wooden planks in the
dirt.
In my driveway, my car sits there alone. The name of my car is Snow Ninja. But I used to
name my cars Memory. I had to go to Pennsylvania. There was the thickest fog in
history. The fog was so thick that if you were standing in the woods, you couldn't even
see your hand in front of your face. I was very scared, and so was my cousin, Sean. He is
older than I am. My mom was scared too.
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THE MAGICAL BALL OF FUN
Adrita Halder

I went to the park and bought a ball.
I dribbled and jumped, as the ball soared across the sky.
I fell and threw it, and the ball flew.
The ball bounced in between me and the wall.
Over the fence and into my anns.
It swam down the slide, and I swam too.
I dashed after the ball, and the cats paid attention.
The dogs started barking and ran after my ball and me.
I hoped they'd find their owners as I lost them in the maze of adventure.
I had a great time with my friend, the bal1.

ME AND MY WORLD
Ann Karottu

I am from the amazing Kane Chronicles,
Page-tumin g Killer Species, and The Land Of Stories.
I am from my Indian parents,
My fun aunt, Elsy, and my loving grandparents.

I am from biriyani,
scrumptious ice cream cake,

And sweet gulab jam.
I am from Salwan Khami's
Shining lachas,
And simple dresses.

I am from reading novels,
Doing art, and making complex origami.

I am from the Game of Life,
Monopoly, and Pearl's Peril.

I am from this
Diverse and

Life-giving world.
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A GREAT, JOLLY MONTH OF JANUARY
Anvi Kumar

New Year's Day comes along,
Not to one,
But to all.
Snow falls on roof tops,
And snowmen are made.
Children play and have snowball fights.
Olr" how much excitement can we make?
When there is ablizzxd.
Come inside.
We'll give you hot cocoa
To make you feel warrn inside.

Children play with presents
From Santa last year.
They are so much fun,
They can never be done.
But now it's time
To say goodbye.
Clean up your toys,
Please be so kind.
Children cuddle in your beds,
Hoping the next day
Will bring the best.

11

SUMMER IS HERE
Christopher Leysath

I'm ready
I'm ready
For summer!
Donut-shaped floats.
Rays

ofa

Steaming star.
My feet are
Tickled from
The hot sun.
School is out!
Fun is in!
I'm swimming,
I'm singing,
Out of my heart.
I'm absorbing
The happiness
Part by part.
Summer is near.
It is actually here.

i AM FROM
Violet Lugo

I am from Checkers.
Monopoly, and
Chess.

I am from snowball fights,
Building snowmen,
And snow forts.
I am from dance,
black jazz shoes,
and pink ballet slippers.
I am from reading Roald Dahl,
And Mary Pope Osborne,'
and the actor Chris Colfer.

t2

I am from

a

loving familY,

Lots of love,
And tons of hugs.

I am from competition,
Being awarded,
And being supported
Until the very end.

SPRING HARES AND EATING PEARS
Brandon Mantock

I am shouting,
Skipping, and
Pranking friends
On April Fool's Day.
I'm watching a rabbit
Who has a habit
Of twitching his pink nose.
I'm jumping from ffees,
Singing and skipping with bees.
I'm eating pears
With a very gray hare.

I'm singing,
Sitting, and swinging
From trees
With the fresh dew breeze.

I loved winter,
Though now it is done.
But after that,
Spring is going to come.
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JANUARY
Joseph Mara

The days are short.
The white clouds
Reach with arms of snow.

New Year's Eve comes and goes.
Snow falls from the sky
Like a plane flies.
The short days
Sometimes fly away,
Day by day.
The clean snow
Covers the streets like a blanket,
And kids go out to play.

Drink hot chocolate
And watch TV.
Or how would you like it to be
In January?

THE OUTSIDE LIFE OF SPRING
Nikolas Morris

I'm jumping,
I'm leaping,
I'm a bee buzzrng
Through the sky.

I'm loud,
I'm proud.
And I don't know why.
I'm bright with light.
The sky is blue.
I planted some flowerso
And they finally grew.
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I'm a dog,
I'm a cat,
I'm a happy little rat.
I run in the closet,
Avoiding the baseball bat.
I'm running in the plain,
Where it's always the same,
Somewhere nobody
Can ever say is lame.

I'm a black and white hare,
In the land of nowhere.
The hares know spring is here.

THE SLIN AND THE FLIN
Shamonique Muroe

I'm jumping,
I'm cannonballing into a pool.
I'm sprinting,
I'm swimming in the ocean so cool.

I'm licking an ice cream,
I'm tickling my toes
In the pink and yellow sand.

I love making sandcastles
For my friend, Maryann.
I hear the cawing seagulls,
Flying to land.

I almost got pinched by a crab.
I'm playing,
I'm enjoying
The beachy, old smell.
I just love summer,
Well. oh well.
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POLE AND SPRING

Khari O'Keefe

I'm taking a trip to the forest.
I'm jumping around.
I'm listening to the birds'
Soothing sound.

I'm running past the trees,
Swinging on wooden poles.
I'm watching as I see
The bees and the moles.
I'm walking neff the rabbits.
I'm stepping on twigs.
I'm settling on the trees,
Not too small, not too big.
This year, I'm waiting for spring!

LET'S HAVE FI.IN WITH SPRING
Modestus Okpala

I'm jumping
And running,
While leaping
Through green grass.

I am playing
With the bald eagles.
I see the blue water,
The trees,
Even the cherry blossoms
on those trees.

I'm a tiger,
Who likes to roar.
It is fun,
Leaping through trees.
Also. watching spring!
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TTIE BLUE STAR BALL
Briauna PatGrson

I went to the park
To get a blue star ball.
We bounced everywhere.
We zoomed through the sky-,
And flew all over the placeWe jrrmFs6 so high"

We could touch the sky, and
We ran fasterthan light.
We swam through the cloufu
Like they were a pool.
The sun, the sun,
It was so bright,
We had to wear
Star-shaped suaglasses.
The sky was turning darkThe journey was about to end.
I'll never forget yorl
My best bouncy friend.

t7

THE GREATEST CHRISTMAS PRESENT EVER

Nyla Peart

I remember on my seventh Christmas, when I saw my electric scooter, which was one of
my Christmas presents. It was in my aunt's second room. I was curious, but I did not care.

I called my family into my

aunt's second room. They were amazed!

I asked my mom if I could ride it, and she said,

yes. I was very happy!

I went outside, and I practiced. When my mom said it was time to go inside, I was
disappointed. My mom asked how was my ride. I said it was alright.
My mom said, "Show me." After all of my practice, I could ride like the wind. That was
my best Christmas ever.
NEW BLUE BALL IN FALL
Emily Peng

I went to the store
And bought a blue ball.
We jumped so high
That we nearly did fall.
It bounced across hilltops.
And bumped against rocks.
My ball flew above trees,
And buzzed goodbye to the bees.

It sailed across creeks,
And around moldy leeks.
My ball bobbed in the river,
Though it did not shiver.

It rolled toward the sunset,
And there we met.
So we ran home,
All happy and wet.
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I REMEMBER
Marco Penna

I remember the clean desktop desks in the classroom. Many kids had gossip notes ready
to pass. Once I leveled so many piles of books while every kid was watching The Polar
Express.

I remember the SMART Board. Once I wrote "uneatly" on the SMART Board. Ms.
Barbara cleared it up, and the SMART Board went bonkers. We all laughed, because
when she wrote down, it went all the way up. Some children called it a dumb board.
I remember in the classroom the first time rne met on the rug for a discussion. We talked
for a while, but to be honest, it was awkward for everybody involved.

I remember we had a library. Everybody was getting and returning books, except for me.
That happened for about ten days.
In conclusion, here are all the things I want to remember.

MY PHONE TRAVELED TO ANOTHER DIMENSION
Charlotte Snible

I went to T-Mobile and bought
I played on it and gamed on it.
It vibrated and rang.

a phone.

But suddenly, it drifted
To the Lost City of Atlantis.
I fbllowed it and went
To the Lost City of Atlantis as well.

I screamed

and shouted for help.
I picked up the phone
And tried to run into the magic portal.
It closed right in front of my face.

I leaped into the nearest ancient house.
Inside was the portal.

I leaped and landed in my room.
I jumped forjoy!
I was safe!

t9

IT'S SPRING

Adrian Sookai

I don't know about you,
But I'm excited it's spring!
In spring...
I'm humming,
I'm running

with birds
Chirping beside me.
I'm watching flowers bloom.
I'm playing with a happy dog
In the warrn sun.
I'm prancing along short blue flowers
Growing in the grass in a spacious park.
I'm getting rabbits,
As they hop in the grass, happily.
I'm catching my breath,
While skipping alongside
A bunch of squirrels.
I'm excited because it's spring,
Because of the wann weather,
Plus playing outside all the time!

20

LITTLE BIRDS, SPRING WORDS
Abishai Turcios

I'm singing,
I am happy
In this warrn breeze.
I'm pinching
Whoever is not wearing green.

I am listening to the birds' song.
I'm hunting for Easter eggs

All day long.
I am smelling the sweet scent
Of white tulips as they sprout,
Searching for rabbits
As they hop past.

I'm looking for robins,
Soaring in the sky.
I notice a spitrrow
Right beside me.
I say, "How cute."
And it flies away from me.
Spring is better than fall.
It's almost the best season of all.
It's spring, it's spring, it's spring!

21

HELLO SPRING
Janelle Turner

Spring is here

With its flower-filled trees.
People are wishing
Not to get stung by bees.

A

shady tree
I rest
where
Is
With birds about

Building a nest.
Sometimes spring brings
A lot of rain,
And it click-clacks
On the windowpane.

Although in spring,
There isn't much sun,
We find ways
To make it fun.

22

SPRING IINSPRLING
Jhari Williams

I'm running,
I'm jumping,
I'm shouting with glee.
Spring has come
So I look out to see.

I'm a rabbit
With a habit of
Twitching its nose,
Thinking of red and yellow
Marigolds.
I'm a fweeting bird.
I'm abuzzing bee.
I'm April Fool's Day,
Wait and see.

I'm

a butterfly, flapping its wings.
Spring, oh spring,
What else do you bring?

I'm

a meadow
Under a shadow
With blue flowers.

I'm laughing and singing
Sweet soothing tunes.
Spring just sprung.

Welcome back, spring!

L3
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ME MYSELF AND I
Jude Afere

I am from Legos in the closet,
Action figures, and
Balloons.

I am from the television,
The computer, and

My tablet.

I am from candy,
Chips, and
Soda.

I am lrom hip hop,
Raps, and
Jaz.z..

I am from

a messy bedroom,

Shoes and my book bag on the

floor, and

From my bed.

I am from my parents,
Brother, sister, and
Grandparents.

IT'S SPRINGTIME
Sedii Agor

I'm dancing through the breeze.
I'm swaying with the trees.
I'm blooming with the red rose.
I'm smelling it with my nose.
I'm rain falling from the clouds.
I'm singing really loud,
As loud as thunder.

I'm flying on a wing.
I'm saying hello to springl
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ROLLER SKATING AT THE RACK
Dylan Campbell

I went to the park and bought rollerskates. The skate ring was shaped like a pill.
Everyone glided on his or her skates, but this was my first time.
My feet finally took me up. Uncle Jared held my hand. Soon he let go,
really wanted to stop, so I slammed into the side of the rink.

so

I could try. I

Next time, I tried skating alone, but went too fast and knocked three other girls over like
bowling pins. My uncle and I found my aunt and brother. We all went home. That was
the best day ever!

WELCOMING SPRING WITH FUN THINGS
Nusaibah Chowdhury

I'm shouting,
I'm dancing,
I'm singing with daisies.
I'm skipping through meadows.
I'm running through the grass.
I'm leaping across the sweet smell of roses.
I'm swinging through the trees.
I'm blowing on dandelions.
I'm shouting for rain.
I'm shouting for worms to come out of the dirt.
I'm excited,
I'm happy,
I'm thrilled with having fun!
I'm jumping on muddy puddles.
I'm running on rooftops.
And welcoming spring!
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JIGGLY PUDDING AND WIGGLY JEANS
Ifiemi Esinte
I am from the sunny side, happy and jumpy, and
Nobody knows me deep down.

I am from long jeans,
Short-sleeved red shirts, and

A rainbow hoodie.

I am from softfufu and stew,
Plantains and shrimp,
Okra soup andjiggly pudding.

I am from pop music.
The loud booming sound from speakers, and
Quiet gospel music.

I am from my parents, and
Feisty little sisters, and
My Aunt Chigozio and Uncle Paul.
I am from my grandma's house,
My house, and my attic.
I am from News 12,
ABC 7 Eyewitness News,
And Liv and Maddie.
I am from puppies, tiny turtles, and
Cats in a staring contest.

I am from March, windy at first,
But going out softly.

I am from Ms. Hansen, an encyclopedia, and
A guide to first steps to a doctoral degree.
I am from Blessing, my pen pal,
Jaden, my neighbor, and Seth, my cousin.

I am from a nice comforter.
A nice heater, and
A cozy soft pillow.

28

AWESOME SPRING-EXCEPT ALLERGIES
Kiera Gomez

I'm singing,
I'm swaying in the breeze,
I'm dancing with trees.
I'm jumping with dandelion seeds.
I'm climbing up a big tree.
I'm sneezing all over the place.
I'm itching my eyes.

I'm eating cake, because it is my birthday!
I'm twirling and jumping.
I'm swinging-oo, literally
I'm playing with my cousins.
I'm building sandcastles at the beach.
I'm smelling the flowers that bees pollinate.

I'm sneezing some more.
I'm in awe of my adorable cousins.
I'm shouting,
"Call oh, call today!"
It's a fabulous day!"

JANUARY, LAND OF SNOW
Samuel Harrison

In the city, really old,
January is here and super cold.
People lay down, young and old.
Hello, darkness, so cold.
The sky is low, the wind is great.
I'm going to school, and I am really late!
Fun and laughter, I am super happy!
Things are really good this January.

Bye-bye snow, won't see you today.
Now you're water in the bay!
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THE SNOWY WORLD OF JANUARY
Zayan Hoque

Little sparks of snow fall down on some days,
While you are not thinking.
It is very deep when you play.
The hot cocoa that fills you with warmth,
Makes you feel cozy and safe.

Icicles in trees make you feel
Like you are in a cave fulI of crystals.
Footprints make it look like you are in ajungle,
Looking for animals.
During the cold starry night,
You fill with delight,
When the snow covers your whole body.

It looks as if you are tucked in bed,
V/ith a pillow on your head.
You sleep instead,
Right through the cold midnight.

WHERE IS MY TOOTH?
Tanisha Hossain

I remember when I lost my first tooth. I was five years old. I was watching television.
Dora The Explorer was on. Just then it was my bedtime.
I put on my pajamas, drank water, brushed my hair, and brushed my teeth. When I was in
bed with my mother before the lights were turned out, I truthfully told my mother that my
tooth hurt.

pull it out. I held on to her hand and cried, "Ouch!" The tooth came out.
for me to bite on. After that, the bleeding stopped.
mom
had
atissue
My
She offered to

I asked if I could keep the tooth under my pillow. When I finished crying, I peacefully
fell asleep in bed.
"Good night," my mom whispered.
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THE BROKEN BONE
Fatin Ishraq

I remember when I broke my hand bone in Queens, while playing Zombie with my
friends, when I was four years old.

I was the zombie, and my two friends were the last survivors. I chased them all around
my house. I cornered my friends. Sami, one of my friends, pulled and dragged my hand.
The bone in my hand broke.

My mom came running. My friends had to go home. After my dad came home, he took
me to the hospital. The doctor x-rayed me and fixed the broken bone in my hand. When
went home, I rested and fell asleep.

SNOW MONTH

Maxwell Julius

Snowballs hit me in the face.
Jumping in the snow makes it end up on my face.
Maybe I'm staying outside where the cold winds blow,
Or staying with the family drinking hot cocoa.

It won't stay long so we make it last.
Playing all day long in the snowy paths.
An old year passed, and a new one comes.
But we all know, it starts in January.
Staying inside, watching it snow.
I've got to wait for it to stop, so I can go,
So I can play all day in the snow.
Every.thing is going fast,
But I wish it would go slow.

31
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HERE COMES SPRING
Takia Islam

I'm singing with the daisies,
I'm swaying in the breeze,
I'm running on the grass and
Past trees.

I'm leaping through flowers,
I'm watching as the rain showers.
I'm flying in the sky.
I'm flying really high.
I'm looking at the clouds as they go by.
I'm eating ice cream,
Near a river stream.
I'm just welcoming spring!

TURTLES

Kaitlyn Lalji

I remember going to Loon Lake and finding
baby turtle was very soft, wet, and cute.

I showed my mom the turtle

a

live baby turtle. I held it in my hand. The

and she was amtlzed. After a while. she told me to put

it

back in the water.

I didn't want to do that. But since I cared
life. I had to put it back.

so much about the tur1le,

I wanted it to live its

DEFORESTATION AND DECIDUOUS TREES
Frankin Li

Start planting trees!
Trees give oxygen. They are a breath of fresh air'
Trees provide lumber to help build houses.
Trees soak up carbon dioxide (CO2), which is a greenhouse gas.
Trees provide fruit. They are a source of food'
Trees help the environment. Trees are very diverse, and different animals depend on
these trees.
Trees make the world green with green.

I don't want to live in a treeless world, sp help the world plant trees!

DEAD PARROT
Elijah Moore

I remember when I was in second grade. I was with my mom, walking to Stop & Shop in
Bay Plaza at Co-op City.
Before we got there, I found a dead parrot on the sidewalk near Baychester Avenue. The
parrot was mostly red, green, blue, and yellow. It had blood around itan electrical wire. It
at Stop & Shop.
went
shopping
we
this,
of
After
all
may have gotten electrocuted.

I asked my mom how it died. My mom said it could have died by

JJ

MY BIKE AND ME
Chidimma Nwobodo

I went to the park and
Bought a bike.
I grabbed the handles,
Started with my right leg and pushed off!

I raced across the swing,
Under the slide, and
Around and around
The merry-go-round.

I stopped at a line of children,
Waiting for ice cream.
After the long, long wait,
I started up at a reallY fast rate.
But this time,
I went across the whole Park.
Under the swing, around the slide,
I didn't realize it was getting dark!

I didn't dash,
I didn't race.
This time my heart was
At a very slow pace.

I walked home very slowly,
Remembering the time.
I took my bike
On a very long ride.
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IT'S ALLERGY SEASON
Jolyssa Reid

I'm sneezing,
I'm coughing,
I'm itching,
I have allergies.
I'm eating,
I'm running,
I'm jumping for joy
In case my allergies don't come.
I have a lot ofenergy.
I'm ripping,
I'm battling,
I'm bursting,
I'm spinning a Beyblade.
I'm hoping,
I'm wishing
For spring to come!

ME AND ONLY ME
Nadia Singh

I am from darkness,
Rebellious as ever,
And nobody knows me deep down.

I am from

cheese,

Pizza goodness, and
Mozzarclla sticks.

I am from blue,
Purple and black,
Green and dark red.

I am from Rihann4
Kesha and Britney, and

Nicki Minaj.
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THE JTINGLE WORLD AROTIND ME
Scarlett SParks

I am from a colorful and animated world.
I call it the world of dreaming with
SpongeBob, Rainbow Unicom, and
Many other characters.

I am from ajungle of hilarious chaos,
From my mom, dad, brother,
Two cats, two dogs, 36 fish, and me!

i

am from a magical room,
Lying down watching SpongeBob
On my iPad with my cuPcake Pillow.

I am from a sparkly night of stars, and
A good night's sleep, I'd rate as a 10 or 1 1,
A sleep of no bad dreams, or weird dreams.

WHAT A BLOOM TERzuFIC SPRING!
Venus Tario

I'm a burst of spring,
I'm the sway of the flowers,
I'm smelling the air, and
The scent of good cherry trees.
I'm flying gracefullY, like a dove.
I'm a clucking chicken,
I'm a baying lamb, and
A leaping hare.
I'm the soft, swaYing ocean.
I'm an earthworm,
Sprouting from the ground.
I'm welcoming spring.
With a swirl in the air!
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SURPRISE IS COMING
Emerzie Ugboaja

I'm shouting,
I'm singing,
I'm sleeping in flowers.
I'm flying with air,
I'm running through leaves,
I'm swimming in the sea
With a really big breeze.
I'm eating ice cream,
While watching the wind go.
I just want spring
To come!

I AM SPRING AND I HAVE SPRLING
Lorelei Woodruff

I'm dancing with the twinkling stars.
I'm running with the wind.
i'm jumping all over and
Shouting for spring.
I'm flying with the flowers.
i'm a bright flower bud.
I'm playing with the kitten.
I'm leaping with the lamb.
I'm running with the rabbit,
Knowing spring has come.
I'm digging with the dog
In the most soft dirt.

I'm a yellow buttercup.
I'm swimming with the ducks and fish galore.
I'm singing with the birds,
Saying spring has come!

5t

JANUARY

Xinrui Zhang

Cheeks are red,

Snowmen grow,

All the birds have fled to home.
Snowballs hit
Brick walls.
Trees have icicles.
Bicycles are frozen on the porch.
People drink hot cocoa aIl day long.
Snorv covers rooftops.
Kids on vacation,
Yell and piay.
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STOP ADS

Eric Acosta

The most important thing we've leamed,
As far as people are concemed,
Isneverputon anad.
In the middle of a good TV show.
It's sad,
When we come to the best part of all,
And then ads come
Straight out of the wall!
If the breaks were short.
I would be okay.
But they are not,
I mean, not today.
And here is just a note
To TV companies:
Stop putting on ads!
We are on our knees!

BROTHERS
Doreen Asante

The most important thing we've learned,
So far as siblings are concemed,
Is NEVER, EVER ask for a boy,
Because he will steal your toys,
And NEVER let you watch TV.
My point is, little boys are mean.
If you are calling your best friend,
They'll take the phone and say, "The end."
It's very hard to do your work,
lf your brother rips up your book.
Guess what he'll do on your birthday!
He'll blow out your candles and eat your cake!
So, Mom, please, if you don't mind,
Give him a time out and make him cry.
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A POT OF A MILLION GRAINS
Brandon Bocachica

After school on ordinary days,
We wait for Grandma to finish cooking
In her bright, yellow kitchen.
When we smell the scrumptious food,
We always know something good
Is about to come out of that five-dollar pot.
When we see her take out the plates
And put them on the dining room table,
We get so enthusiastic!

After school on ordinary days,
When we hear the sizzle coming from the pot,
We get so tempted to run over to the kitchen,
And grab food out of the pot with our bare hands.
After school on ordinary days,
When we actually get served our delicious
Rice, beans, and chicken,
We dig in like bears, and our hands get honibly bumt.

Looking back after a distance ofyears,
I will always think, wow!
What good times these were.
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GRAND CENTRAL STATION AT FORTY SECOND STREET
Evan Bui

Grand Central Station is oversized for a train station. But only five different subway
trains stop there. They are the S, 4,5,6, andT trains. The Metro-North Railroad also
stops there. Even though the station is big, only those trains stop there.
One day balloons were let go and floated to the high ceiling. The balloons read 219. Who
let those balloons go?

The station smelled like tasty food. I smelled Chinese, German, Austrian, and Japanese
food. There were so many shops there too. Grand Central is like a mall, group of
restaurants, and train station combined.

I heard music, such as, "A Little Night Music" by Mozart, and "Tour De France" by
Kraftwerk. I saw cars, such as Rolls Royce, Ghosts, Phantoms, and Wraiths; and a
Mercedes Mayback 5600.
Sometimes I felt lost there, because Grand Central Station is gigantic.
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A DREAM FOREVER
Mae Caruso

I went all the way to ltalY
In a lovely dream.
I went back in time to when
My grandfather was a boy.
He was not expecting to have

A family tree as big

as a blue whale.

The streets smelled like
Cheese and cannoli.
Water surrounded me,
Sparkling on a sunset.
I hugged my soon-to-be
Great, great- grandfather,
And I played with him.
He took me to his house
Near the heart of Sicily.
We went to the marketplace
To buy cheese and cannoli.
We walked, ran, and skipped around town.
As we were eating our food,
We went to an olive garden,
And snacked on olive oil and bread
For a minute or two.
We went to get some Pasta,
Linguini, to be exact.
We cooked it with garlic and onions,
And it was so good.
Just then, my alarm went off.
I guess I'11 save that dream

For another day.
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ON THE BLTNNY BUS
Dhestinee Clunis

On the Bronx House Bus on ordinary days,
We climb the steps and buckle our seatbelts.
I sit in the back row,
Where there is twice the number of bumps.
We usually talk about random things,
And make up battles, such as
who is the better debater?
The bus driver drives fast,
And it is preffy annoying.
There's usually a lot of traffic.
Honk, honk go the cars.
When we are behaving.
Our counselor gives us candy,
Such as Jolly Ranchers, lollipops, and Starbursts.
When we get to the red fence,
Our counselor tells us to put everything away,
And put our coats on,
Because we are close to our destination.

It is hot on the bus.
We are here,
So we take off our seatbelts,
And line up outside.

About three or four people fall asleep on the bus.
No matter how hard we try to wake them up,
They stay asleep.
After five minutes, they wake up.
Those people are deep sleepers!
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ZOMBIE PHONES
Elijah Cordones

The thing we all know so far
Is that kids love phones!
They all want them.
Phones are brain-rotting things.
Phones help keep kids calm.
But what good is that?
Once I saw a rotten brain
On the floor next to a kid.
Phones turn kids into zombies.
(Once I saw a whole class of zombies.)
If you want a zombie-free kid,
Parentso you should tell your kids,
Go play outside!
Have some real world fun!
Just to buy a phone costs a lot.
Phones make your childrenlazy,
And they never want to move around.
Are you sure you want to put this pain
On your kids?
If not, tell them to go outside.
It costs nothing.
Outside is around the corner,
So please do it.
Please do it, just do it!
It will save your kids.
If you don't want zombie children!
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JAMAICA
Shiloh Dawkins

As I drifted off to sleep,
I dreamed of my home.
Hot, hot Jamaica,
Clears out the fog.
I land at Runaway Bay,
My favorite hotel.

I see pools

ahead.

First, I visit my dad's best friend.
They were very close,
So I go say hi to him.

I get my bathing suit,
And go hang out at the Pool.
Afterwards,I go to camp
To meet all of my friends.
So much to see, and so much to do.
I hope this trip never ends!
But there goes my alarm clock.
i tell the clock to shush,
I'm trying to sleep!

AFTER-SCHOOL RULES
Marcus Fisher

I'm riding on the afternoon bus.
Friends are playing, talking, and yelling.
I sit in a seat doing math homework,
Or talking with friends.
The bus stops at the first stop, and I get off.
There are stores and stores in front of me.

i walk into my after-school program.
There is a bunch of yelling in the lunchroom.
My friends gteet me.
Some people go and get snacks.
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Then, it is homeworktime.
I usually do my homework at home.

I go home, sayng goodbye to my friends.
Latel it is time to go to bed.
I brush my teeth and get ready for bed.
I sleep until the next morning,
When it starts all over again.

THE OFFICE OF WONDER AND TEETH
Christian Francis

However, the dentist's office wasn't the way people told us it would be. The office is as
small as a caddy. Kids feel like they are being squashed. They always hate it there.

But afterwards, it is all worth it to get your teeth straightened. Nobody likes the dentist's
gadgets, sharp as a pocket knife. Everybody hates the smell. They say it's the worst smell
ever.

While I love the vivid smell of fresh toothpaste, all of the kids hate getting their teeth xrayed. Nobody likes the super-tight braces, which hurt. In the end, not being able to pick
your tbvorite color bracket bands is bad.
I hear kids saying:
"What a reliefl"
"Thank heaven, it's all over."
"Please no more today!"
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ORDINARY SPRING DAYS
Cavon Gavin

So many flowers that bloom,
It makes you feel like a big boom.
Butterflies flutter their wings about,
It makes you look around.

Pollen flies through the air.
It can make you sneeze, here and there.
So many spring allergies
Are blown away by the breeze.

This is how
I live my ordinary days
In spring.

AFTER SCHOOL ON ORDINARY AND SIMPLE DAYS
Zabra Hoque

After school on ordinary daYs,
I run to my bed, lay down,
And listen to music on my Phone.
I keep the phone on the designed countertop.

I grab the bowl that my parents got from Ikea,
Almost four miles away.
I hold on to the edge of the freezer,
Pull and grab the chocolate chip mint ice cream,
And place three scoops into the bowl.

After that, I do my homework on the dining room table.
When I'm done, I play games
On my PlayStation 4 with my brother.
In our huge living room, my brother and I beg our dad
To order pizza with mushrooms and olives.
This is what I do at the end of every ordinary school day.
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STOP HOMEWORKNOW

Maynor Jimenez

Don't you hate homework!
I HATE HOMEWORK!
Homework takes away from your free time.
Homework gets more complicated,
Every grade you go.
Why can't there be a rule,
Saying you can do homework in class?
Reading books over the weekend is boring,
Well, unless the book is funny.
Why do homework, when you could be
Playing video games, or going outside to play in the park?
I'd like to go ahead and explore Pok6mon in Pok6mon Go'
I'd like to go to aparty, or even to sleep.
Make weekends longer.
Teachers, here is a note:
All of this is important.
Just let us do our homework in class.
Weekends are a time to relax,
Not to learn history.
It takes a billion years to solve a mystery!
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FRESH WATER, WILD WAVES
Sanai Khan

Across the street, there was a beachThere was a sea as big as a whale'
It was as hot as an exposed oPen fire.
The waves would topple over you,
And pull you down to the dustY floor.
The beach was always crowded
Like a stampede of bulls.
If you stood in front of it,
You would get run over.
The beach was sandy like a sandstorm,
With all of those feet running.
The beach was always loud,
Like dolphins singing in the sea.
One day, Jake went to the beach.

He always wanted to go surfing.
Jake saw other boys fiom school,
Surfing smoothly.

"Boys ought not hurt themselves."
Jake's mom always said to him.
So one day, Jake went out to try and surf.
He was in the sea,
Crying for someone's help.
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CAFETERIA CHAOS
Ashley Mclntosh

In the cafeteria, friends huddle together
Like footbail players on a football field.
The cafeteria is as loud as a stadium,
When the Giants score a touchdown.
The cafeteria is crowded, as if China's population
Decided to come into the cafeteria.
The cafeteria smells like a garbage can
With two weeks of old food.
See the disgusting food on the floor,
Along with empty food wrappers.

Touch the gum under the tables
And the tacky feeling on your fingers.
There is sticky anonymous liquid
Lying on tables.

Lunch counselors are screaming the same thing
Over and over again.
They want kids to be quiet.
In the middle of food fights,
Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are thrown.
There are allergy attacks from
Peanut butter in sandwiches
Smell the mixture of food that
Makes you sick to your stomach.
To eat without disruption every day
Would be a dream come true.
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NO REGULAR PENS
Neeladri Nandi

The most important thing we've learned
So far as children are concerned.
Is never, never let them
Use regular pens.
Or better yet,
Just don't buy those horrible things.
In almost every house we've been,
We've watched them using these ordinary pens.
They brag and brag,
And brag about them.
Bic Pens, Bic Pens, Bic Pens.
No only Paper Mate will work for me.
But they only use Bic Pens,
They are obsessed with Bic Pens,
They don't cry.
They don't lie about doing their homework.
They don't touch anyone,
Because they are too happy with their Bic Pens.
THEY JUST KEEP ON WRITING
WITH BIC PENS.
I keep saying to use Paper Mate Flair Pens.
But do you think they ever listen!
I do not know why Bic Pens were ever made!
..GET
INTO THE MODERN WORLD,''
I keep on telling them.

BUT THEY NEVER LISTEN!
WHY DON'T THEY EVER LISTEN?
These Paper Mate Flair Pens,
They write so well,
You would know that if you ever tried one!
Now, people, use Paper Mate Flair Pens.
Paper Mate! Please proceed to use Paper Mate.
Never, ever use Bic Pens or regular pens again!
This is my important lesson,
That all you children should hear.
Remember, never use regular pens again.
Gel pens and Paper Mate Flair Pens
Are the only pens to use!
Thank you and have a good day.
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APPLES AND LEMONS
Sanaya Norment

Apples and lemons are both fruit, but they are different in many ways.
Apples are sweeto while lemons are sour.
Apples are red and green, but lemons are yellowApples are crunchy. On the other hand, lemons are soft.
Apples are a fruit to eat. Meanwhile, lemons can be a seasoning.
Apples grown on trees. Instead, lemons grow on bushes.
Who cares about sour lemons, when you can have the sweetest apples ever!
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AFRICAN DREAMS
Okechukwu Osita

I went all the way to Africa
In a dream one night.
It was long ago Africa.
It was a lot of fun.
I rode a horse all the way,
All the way to the village.

I saw many different things,
Goats, pigs, and even a panda.

Wherever I went, I saw something cool,
Such as a 20-foot school.

I heard something swell, such
Kids laughing next to a wall.

as

I saw my grandma.
She was only seven years old.

I went to play with her,
And we played with a white, bouncy ball.
I decided to leave, and I rode my horse
All the way home.

EVER AFTER HIGH VERSUS MONSTER HIGH
Quinesse Pacheco

Even though Ever After High and Monster High are both television shows, they are
different in many ways.
Ever After Highis where princes, princesses, and new characters live. However,
Monster High is where monsters live.
Ever After High is a clean castle school. Meanwhile, Monster High is an abandoned
mansion, which is decorated.
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The school in Ever After High is in a city. Instead, the school in Monster High is in
the woods.
Ever After High rs a place where you can leam to become good or evil, and to be
weird. But Monster High is where you learn to live with humans and learn to be
yourself.
When you get to Ever After High, you eat the best food. On the other hand, at
Monster High, you eat dead humans or animal body parts.

Would you want to go the best school ever, or the worse school that ever existed? I
want to go to Ever After High.

SMOKING IS NOT FOR KIDS
Cristian Quarles

The most important thing we've learned
So far as children are concerned,
Is NEVER, NEVER, LET THEM SMOKE.
Don't play around.
This is no joke.
At almost every outdoor place we've been,
Smoking is a number one sin.
People smoke here and there.
We've seen them smoking everywhere.
Smoking causes very bad things,
Even to your little offspring.
Smoking can cause lung cancer.
SO KEEP CIGARETTES AWAY
FROM YOUR LITTLE PRANCERS.
IF YOU WANT YOUR CHILDREN TO SURVIVE,
DON'T LET THEM PLAY WITH CIGARS OUTSIDE!
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THE SCHOOL BUS

$VENTURE

Jaden Rodriguez

After I climb aboard the school bus and sit down, I feel the sticky seats, which keep
me glued to them. I hear screaming, which is as loud as a whale's bellow.
The bus is as big as a mafilmoth once was. The smell is horrid, like an old cheese
sandwich. The bus is as crowded as Manhattan.

Every time the bus stops, the wheels purr like a cat. When the bus hits a bump, it
throws me around, as if I were riding a wild horse. I never want to go on the school
bus again.

TINIQUE INDIAN DREAMS
Linda Saha

I went all the way to India
In a dream one night.
I crossed over the ocean
In a slow smooth jump.

I landed in India,
Ancient India.
I went to the city and
Bought samosas and dhal puri.

With glowing eyes,
I read strange words
In aged books,
And understood what thev meant.

I leaned on a tall wooden house
And rode a rikshaw.
I went to a city,
But did not recognize anyone.

I saw my grandma.
I walked with my relatives,
And stepped across countries.
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BANGLADESH
Anisa Shenin

I went all the way to Bangladesh
In a dream one night.
I went over the Atlantic Ocean
In a soft, quiet jump.

I landed in Bangladesh,
Present-day Bangladesh.

I went to the capital city,
And shopped in a mall
For Bollylvood dresses.
With hawk eyes,
I tried my best to understand
The words and numbers.
But still I did not understand.

I packed my bags
And went on a speed boat
In order to get to the country.

I saw my grandmother.
She let me play with her two
We went to a building

cats.

And brought the cats.

Meow! Meow! I heard
One cat at the fifth-floor window.
I quickly picked her up and
Brought her to my grandmother's home.
I took another jump
Over the Atlantic Ocean and
Said goodbye
To Bangladesh!
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WHEREIWISHI\MAS
Nadiya Worrell

Smiling in a dream
Long, long ago,
I went to Puerto Rico.
Landing on the island,
With a smooth, sincere bounce,
I smelled the scent of tasty, sweet plantains.
As the cool, windy breeze
Swept up a flock of birds,
The massive waves smashed
Against the rocky sand.
When my feet touched hot concrete,
I browsed through the ripped pages
Of my great-grandma's past.
While a group of teenage girls
Passed the fish store
Wearing ripped jeans and stained tank tops,
Kids continued to play soccer.
They were barefoot
In the driveways of cramped houses.
Car horns and loud voices

Filled the street.
While the orange and pink sky glowed bright
With shiny stars,
Maracas and drums played salsa,
Putting me to sleep,
Like the bedtime stories in a dream.
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DING DONG LONDON. HERE WE COME
Tejiri Abamwa

I went all the way to London in a dream one night.
I flew across an ocean in a calm, slow way.
I landed in London, gorgeous London.
It smelled sweet,like candy.
I heard horses and cars passing by.
I saw people rushing for the bus.

I was looking for my grandma
On a calm, calm horse.
On my way to her house, I saw the castle of
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip.
Their castle was as big as three elephants combined.
Seven hundred million people fit inside.

I got to my grandma's flat,
And she hugged me to death.
We ordered chicken and chips.
They were delicious.

My cousin and I left her flat
And went on the tube.
The tube is nice and clean
As a newly opened packet of soap.

My cousin and I visited
Some of London's landmarks.
First we saw Big Ben,
And leamed some cool facts about it,
Such as, it is a clock tower.

The second landmark we saw
Was the London Eye.
My cousin and I went on it,
Which took 30 minutes.
The last landmark I saw
Was the Tower of London.
i learned that the tower
Is 900 years old.
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BANGLADESH, THE GREAT COUNTRY
Efaz Ahmed

I went to Bangladesh under the sea one night in a dream.
I saw allthe fish, so majestic every day.
In a store, people were everywhere.
I saw fish and chicken with different spices.
The delicious smells of chicken and fish filled the air.
The noises of animals, such as cows and horses, made my ears numb.
Cars, trucks, and buses filled the street, so no one could go by.
There was never an accident, which was super strange.

I went to my grandparents'house; they greeted me with
I saw some relatives, some the same age as I am.

care.

They taught me new gilmes, usually not seen in America,
Such as Lindo, Ladder, and so many more.
They took me to places. very different than ones in America.

I was

so hungry,

I asked when it would

be lunchtime.

They said, lunch is right now.
I ate rice with many dilTerent dishes,
Such as cow and all sorts of fish with different spices, so tasty and hot.
There were good smells everywhere, I couldn't tell what smells were what.

I wanted to play again, so I played a long game of soccer.
I couldn't sleep.
It was so hot, and I was so sweaty,
I went to the lake and took a swim to cool down.
I was all wet and started to get cold.
I had to get out of the water.
I took a shower.
After my shower, it was time to sleep.
This time, I was actually tired, so I slept and slept.
I had to go, so I said all of my goodbyes.
I headed to the sea.
I swam through the ocean,
And here I am at home,
Out of my dream.
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THESE CANDIES MAKE EVERYONE STARE
Nabiha Akbar

There are many flavors of lolliPoPs,
Strawberry and blueberry,
But watermelon is toPs.
These candies are very sweet,
Eaten as a ywnmy treat.

Lollipops are wrapped,
And placed on a stick.
Try not to bite down,
They could be hard as a brick.
There are many colors,
Caught by the eye.
Red, blue, orange, and green,
All as bright as the sky.

Find all these lollipops at the candy shop.
Lollipop sales are about to pop.
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AFzuCAN IMAGINATION
Dolapo Akinwande

I went all the way to Africa
In a dream one night.
When I flew on a plane called Cheap-O-Air,
Everyone else I knew was out of sight.
When I landed on the dusty ground,
I took off my shoes; it was a tradition.
When I saw African policemen run bY,
It looked like they were in an exhibition.
When you saw dogs and goats come from a house,
You saw their owner was not watching.
They went to the market to go shopping.
But you saw your parents and the cashier arguing.

You wanted to pay 50 dollars to ride a motorcycle.
But when the man said, "No," you got really mad'
And when he drove away, you felt really sad.
They only spoke Yoruba and English there.
There could be bad people at shrines.
They were in the jungles,
You gave themNiara and not dimes.
When you watched TV there,
They only spoke my language,
And the cars cost about 11 million dollars.
You also had to constantly change the gauge.
People may have hired bad guys to do their bidding,
And you said, "You've got to be kidding."
There were African legends,
Like the one about ghosts,

If you take a body from a tomb,
A ghost comes from a nearby wooden
Who knows if it's true!
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post.

ON YOUR MARK. GET SET, RI.IN
Nevay Baker

After school on ordinary days,
I go to track with teammates and friends.
I warm up and later I run
With older girls, age 14 and 15.
I run with them at full speed.
I pass them at the straight away.
I win the race by one inch.

My dad is happy I passed 14-and 15-year-olds.
Afterwards, I cool down with my friends.
I go home to sweet dreams.

GAME
Raihan Bhuiya

Soccer is a sport that is a lot of fun.
You receive exercise while you run.
Soccer requires many skills in the game.
Soccer is definitely not lame.
In soccer, you must cooperate with your team.
Once you start playing, winning will always be your dream!
In soccer, all you notice is yourself, the goal, and the ball.
You just get up and keep playing, even when you fall.
Alongside referees, you do skills, making the crowd weak at the knees,
Crossing, intercepting, and more.
Soccer is absolutely not a bore.

Cheering for you are the crowds.
You are playing under open clouds.
In soccer, you have to play hard and be the best,
And other than your team, you must win over the rest.
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CLEVER CRUMBLY, CRUNCHY, CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
Xavier Blake-Forbes

Cookies are brown,
Keep them safe and sound.
Cookies are divine.
They are better than lime.
Cookies are snacks.
About them, there are so manY facts.
Chocolate chip cookies aren't a bore.
There is no limit to knowing more.
Cookies are always s\l'eet.
They are only a tasty treat.
Cookies are available galore.
I really want some more.
Cookies go down to my tummy.
My tummy says, they are yufirmy.
Cookies are to eat.
They smell much better than feet!
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THE DAYS OF FTIN HAVE ruST BEGIIN
Sophia Brown

After school on Mondays and Tuesdays,
I go to Inside Broadway.
It is hard to focus,
Because we are in the hallway,
Which is next to the noisy cafeteria.
People are coming in and out,
Which is distracting.
We sing and dance to songs
From the Broadway show Cafs,
Which our group is reinventing.
Our teacher, Ms. Erin, is the choreographer.
She is so much fun to work with.
Our show is being performed
At the beginning of June at Truman High School.

I am so grateful to be given
This wonderful opportunity.
I will take advantage of that.
For the show, everyone is welcome to come,
And I hope that you all can make it.
If you do decide to come,
I hope you have an enchanting time.
I hope you also know, understand, and use
This lesson in your joumey through life.
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MUSICALILY, BACON, MONOPOLY
Morgan Champion

Saturdays on ordinary weekends,
I wake up smelling fresh eggs, bacon, and tea.
My teeth, shiny mouth, fresh after brushing.
Sneaking down the stairs, I wash my hands and dine.
A tall glass of orange juice is handed to me in a calm manner.

Dishes get washed and so do I.
i slip on my jeans and sweatshirt,
And head to Musicalily.
I do a dance and pick up the wake-up call from dad.
Get on the phone with Isabella, and do a few more Musicalily.
It's time for karate.
I slip on my clothes and my brown belt.
I have to get there on time; I don't want to be late.
I do some sparring with Soleil and Gabby.

I head back home.
Two hours of work done; I have some fun.
Lunch is served, grilled cheese and chips, with a glass of soda.
Destiny and Musicalily is how my brother and I roll.
FaceTime with dad again.
He comes home from his DOHMH job.
He is about to play Monopoly, new or old.
Too bad, he goes bankrupt. Out dad goes.
Our house is filled with laughter and arguments too.

I get on the phone with Nads;

she's my best friend for

We share friendship, bracelets, and necklaces.

I call Isabella again, showing her my new Slime.
By now, it's about 12:30; I'm getting very weary.
I hop in my bed and get snuggled in.

I close my eyes and repeat this day again!
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DANGER: MONKEYS ON THE BUS
Zainab Derogongan

After school on ordinary days,
On the bus, it's like there are
A bunch of monkeys all around.
As we jump and play, the bus driver screams,
"Sit down, or I'll write you up!"
The bus is loud with many kids
Running up and about.
Sometimes it smells like a pig pen.
As we drive to different bus stops,
Kids on the bus eat and talk.
The bus I normally ride has red seats
With rips on the back of each chair.
Lots and lots of food wrappers are on the floor,
With other belongings.
Sometimes my friends and

I do our homework,

While my brother sleeps.
On other days, I along with some people
Play a game of Hide And Seek or Capture The Flag.
When my bus driver is absent,
There is a new driver, who gets us home late.
Sometimes, it is a bus that has a bit more mess
Than the regular bus I ride.

I sit in the very back of the bus,
Hoping lbr something to come up.
While I enjoy some conversations,
I hear a holler and more ridiculous shouting.
After all that, about an hour later,
I'm home at3:30.
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WELCOME TO EGYPT
Sama Elshamshery

Ahlan wa Sahlan, Welcome to Egypt.
I go all the way to Egypt, in a dream one night.
I go on a plane, and arrive the next day.

I see camels and horses.
I ride on a camel with a hump.
I am on my way to my aunt's house.
On my way there, I see three pyramids,
Two small and one big.
I pass stores and people offer me spicy food.
I know it tastes and smells different than American food.
Oh, how I love Egyptian food!

I arrive at my aunt's house.
i see my baby cousins, and they greet me with warm hugs.
They show me to my room.

Their clothes are so shiny and new.
There are decorations hanging from them.
Back in America, we have old shirts.
These clothes are something I've never seen before.
We go get the rest of the family.
They all speak Arabic,
So I speak to them in Arabic.
I say, As-salamu 'alaykum,Hellq in Arabic.
We are on our way to the beach, and it's so hot!
Egypt is the perfect place for the beach.
Because it is hot and there is sand.
When we get there, we jump in the water,
And I hear the waves.
My little cousins either go in the water with me,
Or play in the sand, making sandcastles.
When people say hi, I say hi back in Arabic.
We make memories, and I know
I am not going to forget them!
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THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICS IN ACTION
Jaivan Gordon

Math is challenging for the brain.
In science versus math, science is a pain'
Multiplication, division, addition, and subtraction,
When doing math, your brain is in action.
Math is a big primary subject.
If you give it to me, I'll never object.
To me, math is desirable,
Fractions and decimals are very powerful!
Mr. Zenotopoulous, Albert Einstein, Eratosthenes,
Mathematics is in everybody's genes.
Mathematics is in everything made.
This subject is like First Aid.
Other subjects are distracting and have very small borders.
Math is in line and intelligently ordered.
Mathematics can be e-mailed and texted-just press send.
Math will be there to the end!
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MY OUTSTANDING ROUTINE
Giselle Grant

Once I'm dismissed from school on ordinary days,
I go to my after-school program.
We have to walk all the way to P.S. 178'
It is so loud, and the lines are discombobulated,
Some kids are acting like savages.
We scream and play on our phones,
Until Kelsey and Ms. Melinda, the counselors,
Take them away.
Once we get to the after-school program,
Which is at Church of God,
We say "Our Father," a prayer.
They touch our heads and say, "God bless you'"

We are supposed to finish our homework,
But the kids are usually goofing around, being smart alecks,
So we never finish it there.

Afterwards. we have a snack.
It is usually chips, pizza, cookies, and more.
Then we get back to our homework.
If all of us finish our homework, we get to play.
But that rarely happens.
We haven't played in about seven months,
Because of our behavior.
We get picked up by five o'clock.
At home, I call my friends,like Chloe.
We talk about politics and drama. We also gossip.
Then I got to bed.
That is what I do on ordinary'days after school.
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JAMAICA
Shalom Grant

I go to Jamaica,
And see lots of donkeys.
I see a lot of the sea too.
I chase chickens,
And swat away flies.
I also hold small crabs.
I meet my uncles.
We clear roads

Of sand and dirt.
We have a cookout
With the whole neighborhood.
We eat oxtail, curried goat, and lots of fruit.

I feel very differently,
When I'm in Jamaic4
A feeling I can't describe.
Maybe it is
The sight of seeing my family,
Laughing and playing.
So I think,
And think....
Maybe I'll stay for a year or two.

But I know I have to leave soon.
I play tons of soccer,
Until I can play no more.

I feel amazed at how long I am away.
It is very humid there.
I feel like staying and laughing forever.
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AN IRISH NIGHT
Alma Greenheld

I went all the way to Ireland
In a lightening storm last night.
My feet lifted off,
And I was flying.
I landed in Ireland,
1849Ireland.
I went to the market to buy lots of potatoes.
But they were so expensive,
And I had hardly any money.

I went to a small village.
I kept walking, feeling badly for
The very poor farmers, picking corn.

I came across a medium-sized house.
A girl a bit older than I was came out.
I recognized her immediately.
It was my great, great-grandmother.
She brought me inside.

Wow! That was not like American houses are nowl
I met my gleat, gleat, great grandparents.
They asked me to stay for a delicious dinner
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seafood and vegetables.

I had a wonderful time,
Walking with my great, great-grandma.
I danced to my family's music.
They said it was time to go,
When my earthquake of a brother
Woke me up
From the sweetest dream.
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PUERTO RICAN DREAM
Loida Hill

I went to Puerto Rico
In a dream one night.
I saw villages and old houses.
I explored jungles and saw an old temple
Covered with vines.
On the way, in a village
I met my cousins.
Energy flowed up inside of me while exploring.

I saw delicious coconuts on trees.
We traveled to an island named Venues.
There were an awful lot of mosquitoes there,
Buzzing around my face.

I ate plantains

and Spanish rice.
They tasted so delicious, we had a feast.
We danced around the fire,
And had a Puerto Rican carnival!
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A GREAT GAME
Mahir Khan

Minecraft is a very cool game.
It has lots and lots of fame.
It was created by Mojang,
And it is great-dang!
You can build a lot of things.
You can also fly with wings.
You can make a tiny mark,
Or you can build a giant park.
You can go next to a creeper,
And get blown up, or mine even deeper.
You can f-all into a zombie apocalypse dungeon.
But that isn't much fun.
You can go through a portal,
Even if you are mortal.
It will take you to the nether,
But please don't wear leather.
Even better, wear diamond enchanted armor.
Carry tools lbr fighting, not like a farmer.
But when you have l2 End Portal frames,
And 12 Eye of Enders, please refrain,
And just build the End Portal,
And fight the Ender Dragon, who is not mortal.
It doesn't matter what gender,
Or if you have a fender.
Just beat the boss and play
Minecraft all day!
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THE GAME OF OUR EXISTENCE
Louie Monaco-Hillman

Chess is a game you can PlaY.
Learn strategic strategies this way.
Your parents are in for a thrill,
When they look at your chess skill.
The game is a lifesaver.
The game couldn't be greater.
The pieces are easy to move.
They click and clack like horses'hooves.

IF YOU PLAY CHESS,
YOU WILL BE SMARTER.
IT WON'T MAKE A MESS,
LIKE GAMES THAT ARE HARDER.
ONCE YOU PLAY,
YOU WILL BECOME A CHAMPION
TODAY!

AFTER SCHOOL
Avery Moss

After school on ordinary days,
I go to my grandmother's house,
And do my homework.
After school on ordinary daYs,
My mom brings me home.
After school on ordinary days.
My mom and I walk our dogs,
Papi and Bear.

After school on ordinary days,
We give Bear a bath,
But he always runs away.
On the other hand, Papi floats.
On ordinary days.
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CANDY CRAZIES
Abigail Newell

One thing that parents have learned,
That scientists have obscured,
Is that candy rots teeth and causes cavities.
Never, ever, let your kids near a candy store,
Or even a bag with jelly beans.
Once the candy touches the tongue,

It will explode like bubblegum.
Candy will prance around like a deerNow your life is filled with fear.
It will rot the brain like a bad apple.
Then the bones will start to cackle.
Soon, kids steal chocolate from their mom,
From morning until dawn.
Their brains for writing will slide away.
Candy dumbness is here to staY.
Once kids are out of the house,
Sneaky as a mouse,

Their first stop
Is the candy shop.
Double Bubble Gum, Tootsie Rolls,
Lollipops. Oh, candy galore.
OH, CHILDREN'S EYES ARE GLOWING RED,
OH, THEIR LIPS ARE THE COLOR OF RAINBOWS.
WHAT A SHOW!
WHAT IS THAT I'VE SEEN?
A CANDY TAMBOURINE!
THE CANDY OV/L HAS AWAKENED,
AND EVERY KID IS SHAKEN.
AND EVERY KID IS A CANDY ZOMBIE!
What! I hear children singing a song.
They have the candy crazies.
They steal Reece's Butter Cups from ladies.
Parents, hide your children from their fate.
Before you have to debate
With Donald Trump.
Do not let your children touch candy!
Period!
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MONDAY. MONDAY
Isabella Ojeda

After school on ordinary Mondays,
I come home from school, doing math and reading.
I get a utilitarian, ordinary plate,
Purchased from Marshall's housewares section,
And place grcpes and frozen blueberries on the plate.
I pour myself a refreshing, cold glass of water.
I have some me time and play on my iPad mini 4.

At around 5:30, I smell chicken and rice.
I hear the pan sizzle.It is time for supper.
I sit in my favorite seat, the chair right next to the television.
Sitting with my family, I tum on the television and go to
Channel l2I andwatch my favorite show, The Thundermons.
I speedily eat dinner, so I can get ready for dance class.

At 7:00 PM, I get dressed in my dance uniform,
A purple t-shirt and black leggings.
I drive off to get to my dance class on Allerton Avenue.
I dance jazz and hip-hop with the girls in my class.
When I get home, I catch my mom watching The Big Bang Theory.
At 8:30, I take a nice, long bath.
I put on my favorite girl power pajamas.
I make strawberry milk and marshmallows and drink it.
It's time for bed. Night, night!
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JAMAICAN DREAMS
Adrian Smith

I went all the way to Jamaica
In a dream one night.
I took an airplane, flying across oceans.
In a fast, hot, smooth way,
We landed.
"Welcome to Jamaica,"
This is your captain speaking.

I saw a nice, beautiful beach.
My father's friend carried me to his house.
I met my grandfather, niece, uncle,
And the rest of the family.

I felt hot, but at the same time.
I felt good and happy.
We went to our house.

My mom was cooking
Curried chicken, curried goat, oxtail,
Dumplings, and rice and peas.
We had a festival.
ate everything,
And then played with my dog.

I
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VIDEO GAMES ARE NOT TO BLAME
Kendon Stewart

There is a variety of video games,
Long progress and short progress'
There are games that are bad and that are good.
Lots of them are soccer games and sports games'
Many are also killing games and fighting games.

Now you have consoles you can play these game on.
Such as PC Xbox and PlayStation.
There are realistic games and non-realistic games.
Video gilmes are a hobby where you can have fun.
For example in a game called Rocket League,
You can drive, do aerials, do freestyle, air dribble,
Rocket boost, air roll, wave dash, score goals, and
Demolish other players.
On the other hand, in video games,
You can be told that you can be trolled.
You can be scammed for zur item that is rare.
You could be facing a hacker.

But there are many really good video games,
Such as Black Ops and Grand Theft Auto V.
These games are some of the most popular ones.
There are also creative games, such as Minecraft,
Where you can build anything you want.
So before you say video games are bad,
You should at least pick up a video game and try one.
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